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Element cost (£) Cost/m2 

GIFA
% total 

cost

»

 
 

BUILDINGS  164,661,526  3,076  84

Substructure  
Piled foundations, in-situ poured  4,748,257 
concrete and precast concrete slabs

Superstructure 
Frame 14,878,913 
Steel framed structure including all secondary  
steel required for lift and conveyor installations 
Upper floors  7,644,943 
Composite floor decks and concrete slab 
including insulation works and screed 
Roof  2,865,105 
Including all roof insulation works and  
mechanically fixed thermoplastic roof system 
Stairs and ramps  2,834,480 
All stairs inclusive of balustrades and railings 
External walls  26,349,340 
External blockwork walls, curtain walling in  
single-, double- and triple-glazed systems  
and facade management systems 
Windows and external doors  5,356,612 
Including windows and double and single,  
fire-rated and nonfire-rated doors 

Internal walls and partitions  3,413,406 
Including interior walls, plaster and  
associated carpentry works 
Internal doors  2,331,016  
Including single- and double-leaf doors and 
sliding doors, fire-rated and non-fire-rated

Internal finishes 
Wall finishes  619,044 
Including decoration 
Floor finishes  5,032,135 
Including carpet, wooden parapet and tiled areas 
Ceiling finishes  5,911,325 
Lamella and panel ceilings; including decoration 
Fittings, furnishings and equipment  2,118,729 
Inclusive of fixed layout items, internal  
signage and specialist installations

Services  80,558,221 
 
Construction on-costs  32,320,984  604  16  
Including contractor’s preliminaries, overheads,  
profit, risk allowances, design, other ancilliary costs

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST    196,982,510  3,680  100
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07 / ABOUT THE COST MODEL

The cost model is based on a new airport building, 
with a gross internal area of around 53,525m2. 
The costs exclude demolition and site clearance, 
external works, external services, underground 

drainage and baggage handling and passenger 
processing systems. 

The project was procured using a single-stage 
competitive procurement strategy. Client 

contingency, professional fees, taxes and site 
specific logistics have been excluded. The costs 
are relative to the South-east of England and 
based at Q418.

The highly serviced nature of aviation 
terminal developments can generate 
significant opportunities to mitigate 
much of the capital expenditure 
incurred via a variety of tax reliefs 
and incentives. This is likely to be 
primarily via capital allowances, which 
can offer relief of up to 100% for 
qualifying assets. 

Based on our cost model, relief of 
between £100m and £120m could 
be available, which would equate to 
a cash value of between £19m and 
£22.8m to a UK corporation tax 
payer. The benefit will accrue at a 
number of rates, dependent on the 
nature of each particular qualifying 
asset. Installations qualifying as 
“integral features”, for example much 
of the mechanical and electrical 
installations, will accrue relief at the 

rate of 8% per annum on a reducing 
balance basis. Expenditure incurred 
on those installations of a more 
specialist nature, such as signage, 
graphics, scanners and security 
systems, will be relieved more quickly 
at 18% a year. 

Finally, any expenditure incurred on 
qualifying energy or water-efficient 
technologies could accelerate the relief 
to 100% in the year of expenditure, or 
generate a 12.67% payable credit for 
loss-making UK companies under the 
enhanced capital allowances regime. 
Further specialist fit-outs, for example 
by the terminal operator, retailers and 
airlines, are also likely to attract high 
levels of allowances, with 75% or 
more of the cost incurred potentially 
attracting relief, as this would focus 
on the occupier’s bespoke services 

installations, fixtures and trade-related 
equipment such as check-in desks and 
baggage handling equipment. 

It is also important to note that 
contributions made to an occupier’s 
costs can yield relief to the contributor 
and it is therefore important to 
ensure that development and lease 
agreements are appropriately 
structured to ensure all available 
allowances are secured. In addition, 
where elements of the design or 
construction involve innovative 
solutions to overcome specific site 
challenges or utilise improved material 
technologies, the relevant staffing 
costs may generate a research and 
development expenditure credit. 
Qualifying expenditure is relieved at 
either 230% or a 12% “above the 
line” credit. Capital projects can also 

benefit from 100% relief for research 
and development allowances (RDA) 
where the expenditure is trade related.

Finally, for contaminated sites, 
UK companies carrying out site 
remediation works may be able 
to benefit from land remediation 
relief (LRR) which provides a 150% 
super-deduction against corporation 
tax (provided the taxpayer is not the 
polluter). Again, for loss-making UK 
companies, this can be surrendered for 
a payable credit. There are therefore a 
variety of avenues by which the capital 
cost of aviation terminal developments 
can by offset by the various reliefs and 
incentives available, many of which 
can be optimised by consideration 
at the design stage of a project and 
in the drafting of development and 
lease agreements.
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